
A cloud-based collaboration tool that reimagines 
real-time organization, rendering, and sharing of 
production media from anywhere in the world.

Remote Asset Management

Remote Transcoding

Centralized Metadata

Color Management

Automated Pulls

Secure Data Transfers

Customizable Asset Deliveries

Powering Production Pipelines

Book a demo: sof twareinfo@streamlandmedia .com

streamlandmedia.com

https://www.streamlandmedia.com/
https://www.instagram.com/streamlandmedia/
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What PULSE Offers
Centralized Production Storage
Accessing your content remotely is no longer a luxury, it’s a necessity. Pulse transforms your production storage 
into a remote digital vault where original camera files and metadata are stored in a central location that never 
moves. Files can be accessed quickly, remotely, and securely 24 hours a day by teams and vendors around the 
world. Whether your content is stored on premises or in the cloud, Pulse’s easy to use, intuitive UI provides a 
searchable catalogue of your production content with the ability to utilize it at a moment’s notice. 

Modernized Production Workflows
Production and Post-Production processes aren’t as linear as they used to be.  Content is being shot in multiple 
locations, files are getting larger and teams and vendors need quicker access to content from remote locations. 
Pulse brings your content from on-set to a collaborative virtual workspace, which through the Dashboard 
provides a viewable history of every asset and user interaction. Keep production moving forward with the latest 
technology giving creators the ability to pull and share original camera files while maintaining color accuracy and 
file integrity. 

Scalability for Studios and Productions
Delivery deadlines are getting tighter for all storytellers – whether you’re a studio or production company. By 
using Pulse’s easy to use UI, all of your production teams and vendors will benefit from automation tools designed 
to keep creatives focused on the decisions that matter most. With customizable settings, VFX Pulls, Marketing 
Pulls and Finishing Pulls can be done quickly and remotely with around the clock access to pull, transcode and 
deliver production content to all your creative teams without data wrangling or manual file transfers. Whether it 
is one show or several, Pulse is ready to power your next production.  

Integration with Core Industry Tools
Our products don’t disrupt the tools and workflows your artists already know and love – they make them smarter 
and more collaborative. Automate routine, time killing tasks by leveraging the power of Pulse through integration 
with our custom API connections along with direct access from tools like Shotgun. Also, with our newly designed 
collaborative viewer Scout, open a window into your remote digital vault to securely watch, annotate, and share 
your media. 
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